
A7-R5 : DATABASE TECHNOLOGIES

Carefully read the instructions given on Question Paper,

OMR Sheet and Answer Sheet.

Question Paper is in English language.  Candidate has to

answer in English language only.

There are TWO PARTS in this Module/Paper.  PART ONE

contains FOUR questions and PART TWO contains FIVE

questions.

PART ONE is Objective type and carries 40 Marks.

PART TWO is Subjective type and carries 60 Marks.

PART ONE is to be answered in the OMR ANSWER SHEET

only, supplied with the question paper, as per the instructions

contained therein.  PART ONE is NOT to be answered in the

answer book for PART TWO.

Maximum time allotted for PART ONE is ONE HOUR.

Answer book for PART TWO will be supplied at the table

when the Answer Sheet for PART ONE is returned.  However,

Candidates who complete PART ONE earlier than one hour,

can collect the answer book for PART TWO immediately

after handing over the Answer Sheet for PART ONE to the

Invigilator.

Candidate cannot leave the examination hall/room without

signing on the attendance sheet and handing over his/her

Answer Sheet to the invigilator.  Failing in doing so, will

amount to disqualification of Candidate in this Module/

Paper.

After receiving the instruction to open the booklet and before

starting to answer the questions, the candidate should ensure

that the Question Booklet is complete in all respect.
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PART-ONE

(Answer all Questions. Each question carries
ONE mark)

1. Each question below gives a multiple choice
of answers. Choose the most appropriate
one and enter in the "OMR" answer sheet
supplied with the question paper, following
instructions therein.

(1x10)

1.1 DBMS manages the interaction between
__________ and database.

(A) Users

(B) Clients

(C) End Users

(D) Stake Holders

1.2 Database is generally __________

(A) System-centered

(B) User-centered

(C) Company-centered

(D) Data-centered

1.3 Which of the following model was developed
by Hammer and Mc Leod in 1981?

(A) SDM

(B) OODBM

(C) DDM

(D) RDM

1.4 Object = _________ + relationships.

(A) data

(B) attributes

(C) entity

(D) constraints

1.5 A collection of related data is known as
__________

(A) Information

(B) Valuable information

(C) Database

(D) Metadata

1.6 Which of the following operation contains all
pairs of tuples from the two relations,
regardless of whether their attribute values
match ?

(A) Join

(B) Cartesian product

(C) Intersection

(D) Set difference

1.7 Which of the following is a characteristic of
an entity ?

(A) Relation

(B) Attribute

(C) Parameter

(D) Constraint

1.8 The restrictions placed on the data is known
as

(A) Relation

(B) Attribute

(C) Parameter

(D) Constraint

1.9 IMS stands for ?

(A) Information Mastering System

(B) Instruction Management System

(C) Instruction Manipulating System

(D) Information Management System

1.10 The RDBMS terminology for a row is..

(A) Tuple.

(B) Relation.

(C) Attribute.

(D) Degree.
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2. Each statement below is either TRUE or FALSE.  Choose the most appropriate one and enter
your choice in the "OMR" answer sheet supplied with the question paper, following instructions
therein.

1x10

2.1 A database is called "self-describing" because it contains a description of itself.

2.2 In a database, data is stored in spreadsheets which have rows and columns.

2.3 A database has data and relationships.

2.4 One of the reasons why OODBMSs have not been widely used for business information systems is
that OOP is obsolete.

2.5 In an enterprise-class database system, business users interact directly with database applications,
which directly access the database data.

2.6 Applications are programs that interact directly with the database.

2.7 The purpose of a database is to help people stop using spreadsheets.

2.8 Microsoft Access is an enterprise-class database product.

2.9 Structured Query Language (SQL) is an internationally recognized standard language that is
understood by all commercial database management system products.

2.10 The XML family of standards is very important in database processing today.
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3. Match words and phrases in column X with the closest related meaning / words(s) / phrase(s)
in column Y. Enter your selection in the "OMR"  answer sheet supplied with the question
paper, following instructions therein.

(1x10)

   

3.1 DBMS A. Forms

3.2 SQL B. Database Management System

3.3 RDBMS C. E.F Codd

3.4 E R Diagram D. Structured query Language

3.5 integrity constraints E. Hide sensitive information

3.6 Normalization F. IS A

3.7 trigger G. Relational database management system

3.8 subschema H. Zap

3.9 relational schema I. DBMS to Graphics program

3.10
used to delete an entire file 

except for a file structure
J. transparent DBMS

K. Domains

L.

It is a procedural code which is executed 

automatically in response to certain 

events on a particular table or view.

M. RDBMS

Column X Column Y
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4. Each statement below has a blank space to fit one of the word(s) or phrase(s) in the list below.
Choose the most appropriate option, enter your choice in the "OMR"  answer sheet supplied
with the question paper, following instructions therein.

(1x10)

A Foreign key B attributes C independent D "A Relational Model 

of Data for Large 

Shared Data Banks"

E Row F relational model G table H tuple

I Header J E.F Codd K data L Normalization

M Domain

4.1 The relational model is based on the core concept of __________

4.2 The foundation of relational database technology was laid by __________

4.3 Dr. E.F Codd, in paper titled __________ laid the basic principles of the RDBMS.

4.4 The primary key uniquely specifies __________ within a table.

4.5 In the RDBMS terminology, a record is called a __________

4.6 Degree of a table means the number of __________ in a table.

4.7 A domain is a set of __________ values.

4.8  __________ was first proposed by Codd as an integral part of the relational model.

4.9 A __________ is a field in a relational table that matches the primary key column of another table.

4.10 An index is one way of providing quicker access to __________
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PART-TWO

(Answer any FOUR Questions)

5. (a) What are prime and non-prime
attributes? For a given functional
dependencies AB->D, BC->D, AB->E
and relation R(A,B,C,D,E), find the
closure of relation, prime and non-
prime attributes, full and partial
functional dependencies.

(b) What are the ACID properties of
transactions? Explain suitable methods
to handle deadlocks in database
transactions.

(c) Differentiate between DDL and DML
commands in SQL.

(6+5+4)

6. (a) Explain Specialization and
Generalization with suitable example.

(b) Differentiate between partial functional
dependency and full functional
dependency.

(c) What are distributed databases?
Explain the concept of data replication
and fragmentation.

(4+5+6)

7. (a) Explain the concept of normalization.
List the definition of first, second and
third Normal form. Explain BCNF with
a suitable example.

(b) Explain how the database three schema
architecture provides data
independence

(7+8)

8. (a) What do you understand by lossless
and lossy decomposition? Suppose that
we decompose the schema R = (A, B,
C, D, E) into R1 (A, B, C) and R2 (A, D,
E). Show that this decomposition is
lossless-join decomposition if the
following set of functional
dependencies holds :

A → BC

CD → E

B → D

E → A

(b) Differentiate between super key,
candidate key and primary key with the
help of suitable examples

(7+8)

9. (a) What are the two multi-version schemes
for concurrency control ? Explain in
detail.

(b) What are the join in DBMS ? Explain
types of join with suitable example.

(8+7)

- o 0 o -
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